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Abstract: Urban airspace environments present exciting new opportunities for delivering drone
services to an increasingly large global market, including: information gathering; package delivery;
air-taxi services. A key challenge is how to model airspace environments over densely populated
urban spaces, coupled with the design and development of scalable traffic management systems that
may need to handle potentially hundreds to thousands of drone movements per hour. This paper
explores the background to Urban unmanned traffic management (UTM), examining high-level
initiatives, such as the USA’s Unmanned Air Traffic (UTM) systems and Europe’s U-Space services,
as well as a number of contemporary research activities in this area. The main body of the paper
describes the initial research outputs of the U-Flyte R&D group, based at Maynooth University in
Ireland, who have focused on developing an integrated approach to airspace modelling and traffic
management platforms for operating large drone fleets over urban environments. This work proposes
pragmatic and innovative approaches to expedite the roll-out of these much-needed urban UTM
solutions. These approaches include the certification of drones for urban operation, the adoption of a
collaborative and democratic approach to designing urban airspace, the development of a scalable
traffic management and the replacement of direct human involvement in operating drones and
coordinating drone traffic with machines. The key fundamental elements of airspace architecture and
traffic management for busy drone operations in urban environments are described together with
initial UTM performance results from simulation studies.
Keywords: unmanned aircraft system; drones; U-space services; UTM; risk modelling; traffic
management; simulation
1. Introduction
The world has become increasingly familiar with drones and the very real benefits of commercial
applications in various areas, including: rapid information gathering; logistical support; risk
reduction; overall cost-savings. Examples of this include: precision agriculture and mapping [1,2];
critical infrastructure inspection [3,4]; ad-hoc wireless network provision [5]; search and rescue [6];
delivering critical medical supplies [7]; natural disaster and humanitarian relief aid [8]. More fantastic,
futuristic scenarios of Drones and Urban Air Mobility (UAM) are also underway, including the potential
for 5-min cross-city Air-Taxi hops and the on-demand delivery of your favourite fast-food dishes,
right to your backdoor [9–11].
The continued growth of the global drone industry and its associated economic and societal benefits
have been widely reported by various commentators [12–17], notwithstanding the need to address the
ongoing inter-dependent challenges of reliable technologies and regulated flight-operation [18–21].
Reliable technologies include: drones suitably configured to carry out end-use applications in their
operating environment; onboard situational awareness capability; very low level (VLL) airspace
monitoring; robust and secure command and control (C2) and data-link communication. Other reliable
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technology areas include a highly automated drone airspace traffic management system to handle
various VLL airspace operational environments, flight-planning, deconfliction, optimisation and
emergency event handling. Regulated flight-operations include the legislative instruments that ensure
that lawful drone application and services are conducted in a safe and secure manner whilst minimising
privacy invasion and nuisance impacts.
It is predicted that drone air traffic will increase over the coming decades with SESAR’s Outlook
study (2016) estimating 100,000 delivery drones in Europe by 2050 [22], whilst the FAA have predicted
that the commercial, small non-model UAS fleet, in the USA, is forecast to nearly triple from 277,386 in
2018 to 835,211 in 2023 [23]. A substantial part of this commercial service activity is likely to be based
around urban centres with urban air mobility (UAM), which has been defined as safe and efficient air
traffic operations for drones, including package delivery and air-taxi services in a metropolitan area [9]
and which is likely to play a central role in the global drone marketplace. Estimates of activity vary
and include the potential to deliver over 1.4 billion packages in the USA by 2030 [10] or an estimated
87,000 drone flights per hour to satisfy delivery demand over Paris, France [24]. Meanwhile, densely
populated urban areas and cities are increasing in terms of human activity. Since 2007, more than half
the world’s population has been living in cities, and that percentage is projected to rise to 60% by 2030.
Cities and metropolitan areas are the powerhouses of economic growth, contributing about 60% of
global GDP [25].
U-Flyte was formed to tackle some of the key research challenges associated with the design
and construction of Urban UTM systems with a focus on key aspects, including: urban environment;
airspace architecture; flight planning; deconfliction and emergency event handling, especially as these
relate to potentially high drone traffic loadings in busy VLL urban airspace environments. The paper
is organised into an initial review of contemporary high level UTM and U-Space initiatives, as well
as related UTM R&D topics, followed by a more detailed exploration of U-Flyte’s research activities
in developing airspace architecture and traffic management systems. An urban UTM simulator was
designed and constructed using the outputs from this research work and some of the initial UTM
performance results are presented.
2. Contemporary Unmanned Traffic Management Research and Development
Contemporary Unmanned Traffic Management research can be categorised into high-level
national/international initiatives as well as more focused R&D activities by smaller groups of researchers
and industry organisations.
2.1. Overarching National and International Unmanned Traffic Management R&D Initiatives
A number of conceptual frameworks, platform architectures, methodologies and practical
demonstrators have been developed across the globe over the last few years to attempt to tackle the
complex challenge of how all of this civilian drone traffic management activity is actually going to
work. These activities are in response to modern world expectations and commercial service demands
and are counter-balanced by technology developments and regulated operation. These initiatives
include the USA’s Unmanned Aircraft Systems Traffic Management (UTM) system, initially conceived
by Dr. Parimal Kopardekar in 2014 and developed at NASA’s Ames Research Centre [26]. The latest
Concept of Operations (ConOps) V2.0, [17] describes UTM as “a community-based, cooperative
traffic management system, where the Operators and entities providing operation support services
are responsible for the coordination, execution, and management of operations, with rules of the
road established by FAA”. This system includes a set of federated services, including: to supporting
the safe and secure conduct of UTM operations including areas such as; flight operations planning,
communications, separation and weather. This is an all-encompassing framework for managing
multiple UAS operations.
U-space, developed in 2017 by Single European Sky ATM Research Joint Undertaking (SJU),
ref. [27] comprises a set of services and procedures relying on a high level of digitalisation and the
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automation of functions to support safe, efficient and secure access to airspace for large numbers
of drones. U-Space is an enabling framework to support routine drone operations, addressing all
types of missions, including flight-sorties in and around airports as well as enabling complex drone
operations with a high degree of automation to take place in all types of operational environments [28].
Other similar drone traffic management frameworks to UTM/U-Space models include the Civil
UAS Operation Management System (UOMS) in China and Japan’s UTM Consortium (JUTM), [29].
These overarching UTM/U-Space frameworks are supported by real-world demonstrations and testing
through the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Technology Capability Level
(TCL), FAA UTM Pilot Program (UPP), and UAS Integration Pilot Program (IPP) demonstrations in the
USA [17], and the European Network of U-Space Demonstrator in Europe, overseen by Eurocontrol [30]
and SESAR [31]. The Joint Authorities for Rulemaking on Unmanned Systems (JARUS) is a group of
experts gathering regulatory expertise from 61 countries, whose purpose is to recommend a single
set of technical, safety and operational requirements for the certification and safe integration of UAS
into airspace and at aerodromes. One example is the Specific Operational Risk Assessment (SORA)
specification which sets out a risk assessment methodology which seeks to establish a sufficient level
of confidence that a specific UAS operation can be conducted safely [32].
2.2. Contemporary Research in Unmanned Traffic Management Systems
A number of researchers have explored some key aspects of UTM, including one group [33] who
report on the potential shortcomings of existing centralised UTM and U-Space service architectures
in favour of a more distributed approach based on low-altitude airspace modelled as a weighted
multilayer network of nodes and airways. Their research reported on various 3D path-finding
algorithms for drones, including A*, Dijkstra, dynamic A* (AD*) and Lazy Theta*. They assessed
optimum path-finding, examining three heuristics; static path planning, probabilistic dynamicand
a local pheromone guided heuristic. They reported that the latter out-performed the former when
handling higher levels of drone traffic. Researchers at Iowa State University, USA [34] developed a
deep multi-agent reinforcement learning framework that was capable of identifying and resolving
conflicts between aircrafts in a high-density, stochastic and dynamic en-route sector with multiple
intersections and merging points. They highlighted that the key challenge with managing low altitude
and urban air mobility traffic was to provide real-time advisories to aircrafts to ensure safe separation
both along air routes and at the intersections of these air routes. Their results demonstrated that their
framework was able to resolve 99.97% and 100% of all conflicts both at intersections and merging
points, respectively, in extreme high-density air traffic scenarios. A SESAR Horizon 2020 funded
project (DREAMS) [35] examined drone information service demands for enabling safe drone operation
in VLL airspace with an emphasis on the urban environment, and carried out a gap analysis on
existing information services from manned aviation and current U-Space service providers in line
with drone operator and user requirements. Their research highlighted some critical present-day
shortcoming’s relevant to implementing urban UTMs, including drone traffic activity and flow
management. Additional research in related areas of 4D airway modelling and conflict detection [36],
as well as genetic simulation framework using a dynamic hexadecimal tree for conflict detection over
Braunschweig city [37], produced promising results. Researchers at Linköping University (Sweden) [38]
reported that second-order issues or side-effects occur when using basic UTM tools (e.g., geo-fencing,
detect-and-avoid, layering), on intense simulated random point-to-point city traffic. They concluded
that more advanced UTM tools are required that support the optimization and automatic computation
of airspace solutions. Limited research has been conducted in examining and modelling risk in urban
environments where interesting approaches, incorporating population density, obstacles, sheltering
and no-fly zone layers, have been explored [39,40]. Other researchers have investigated and developed
conceptual risk-based assessment frameworks incorporating contingency and failure analysis over
urban environments [41].
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More industry focused research includes Uber’s review of electric Vertical Take-off and Landing
(eVTOL) air-taxis over urban environments with an emphasis on eVTOL platform performance,
certification and traffic management for, largely, point-to-point fixed-base Vertiports [42]. The DLR
research team examined the use of aircraft safety bounds or safety ellipsoids surrounding drones,
geofencing and the use of strategic and tactical deconfliction in airspace, which is cell based with
overall traffic management governed by cell capacity limits [43]. Airbus’ “Blueprint for the Sky” takes
a broader view on drone operations, covering safety, self-piloting, self-management and airspace that
is shared, harmonized, fully accessible and future proofed. In this blueprint, airspace is structured
based on environment and traffic activity type including; basic flight, free route, corridors and fixed
route structures [44].
2.3. Research Gaps in Development and Implementation of Urban UTM
Cities and urban spaces are characterised as centres with significant human population densities,
high-value infrastructure and with a wide variety of associated socio-economic activities. It is more
probable than not that urban drone flights will be in relatively close proximity to human activity on
the ground below in one form or another over the course of their journey. The current architectures
for USA’s UTM and Europe’s U-Space do not address key operational aspects unique to urban
environments and, even where some relevant topics are mentioned, these lack the necessary level
of detail. At first glance, both architectures appear comprehensive, sharing common features for
handling drone traffic, since both are modular in structure, promote the concept of federated data
and information services and support the use of industry standards. Both USA’s UTM and Europe’s
U-Space detail various data and information services that can be provided to UAS operators by UTM
service suppliers/providers (USS in USA, USSP in Europe), as shown in Figure 1.
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However, little guidance or direction is provided as to how urban ground and air risk should
be addressed or airspace constructed over these densely populated environments. It is unclear how
these prop sed data and information services, managed by USS and USSPs, can be integrated and
implemented in busy urban UTMs i order to: (1) address risk; (2) model airspace; (3) manage high
volumes of rone movements. Relevant data and information inputs for these three activities are
cited, but how these inputs are int grate nd structured into practical urban air traffic sys ems to
manage potentially hundreds, if ot thousands, of dron movements per hour over cities is less clear.
Are th re mul ple USS/USSP covering various secti s of a city? Will current disparate data inputs
and information s rvices (e.g., weather, ter ain, communication coverage) be i erpreted differently by
different USS/USSPs, as well as drone operators the selves? Who has responsib li y for overseeing and
coordinati g drone traffic? Ho are strategic (pre-flight) and tactical (in-flight) deconfliction scenari s
for trans-urban flight serv ces handled, potentially involving multiple USS/USSPs, drone operators,
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air traffic coordinators and managers? Does traffic management involve a human air-traffic controller
and individual drone operators? How are traffic data and instructions relayed back and forth? If a
collision occurs, how are responsibilities and costs apportioned where there could be multiple actors
and factors involved?
The primary safety hazards posed by drones operating in an urban environment are collisions
between a drone and another airspace users, as well as the impact on infrastructure, objects and
people [45] on the ground, giving rise to damage, injury or possibly fatalities. The risks associated with
these safety hazards must be addressed through the appropriate certification of drones for operation
over an urban environment, coupled with comprehensive airspace architecture and dependable traffic
management. Conventional drone risk analysis modelling methodologies, such as SORA, are useful for
assessing risk for a single or low number of drones operating in relatively un-complicated real-world
environments (e.g., sparsely populated, rural areas). However, this methodology may not be best
suited in scenarios where high volumes of drone traffic are projected to operate in the near future over
densely populated environments [44]. A typical metropolitan area of 25 km × 25 km could be classed
as largely homogenous in terms of risk, since this space will have some level of human activity present,
whether this is related to residential, industrial, retail-based, educational, transportation or recreational
activities. Some of this activity may be indoors and some of this activity may occur un-protected
out in the open. Urban ground risk can, therefore, be classed as omnipresent, where populated
areas, buildings, infrastructure, transportation networks and associated human activity can be found
throughout the environment to one degree or another. More vulnerable dynamic human activity
(outdoor gatherings and sporting activities) can be even more challenging to locate and predict.
Key gaps in developing urban UTM systems are:
• Identifying and categorising unique characteristics of busy VLL urban environments;
• Drafting pragmatic approaches to addressing risk;
• Lack of guidance regarding the design and development of urban airspace architecture;
• Poorly laid-out framework as to how urban traffic management systems should be operated.
This lack of an overarching framework in terms of how risk is modelled, airspace structured,
and traffic management implemented over urban environments has impacted how the wider research
community is attempting to deal with architecture and traffic management aspects for developing
urban UTM. This has resulted in a disconnect between airspace modelling and traffic management,
giving rise to the development of a wide variety of proposed architectures and methodologies without
any real agreement as to how these could be pragmatically implemented. A secondary impact has
been the on-going stalemate situation over the past five years in how commercial fleets of BVLOS
drones are operated over urban environments. A third impact has been the inefficient development
activities undertaken by countless research groups, start-up enterprises and technology companies,
all attempting to solve this same, single problem (e.g., DLR [43], Uber [42] and Airbus [44]).
The main focus of this paper is addressing these current shortcomings through an examination
of the core characteristics of drone operation in urban environments, how risk can be addressed and
through proposing a novel approach to airspace design as well as associated traffic management
systems. The research work in urban UTM, carried out by the U-Flyte R&D team, based at Maynooth
University, Ireland, is described and discussed. The initial performance results from U-Flyte’s urban
UTM prototype simulation platform are also presented.
3. Urban Airspace Architecture and Traffic Management Systems
3.1. Urban UTM: Problem Definition and Research Questions
Current regulations for operating unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) in a low-level flight
environment are quite restrictive. In Ireland, similar to other countries, these include restrictions on
drone flight operations in controlled airspace surrounding airports, as well as restrictions to remain
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below 400 ft and not fly further than 300 m outside of one’s direct line of sight with the aircraft [46].
It makes perfect sense for a human operator to have control over the drone when the drone is operated
in the visual line of sight, since the operator can see the drone as well as other objects, such as buildings,
a nearby powerline or a group of people on the ground or, indeed, any other drone operating in the
vicinity. However, there is an increasing demand for additional services and benefits by enabling
drones to operate beyond the visual line of sight (BVLOS) and carry out a range of data gathering,
logistical and specialist commercial services. However, as soon as the physical visual connection
between operator and drone is broken, there needs to be a way of assessing and controlling where the
drone is, where it can go and what it can do and to do this in a safe, responsible and regulated manner.
These systems also need to be able to handle not just single BVLOS drone flights but potentially
multiple drones in relatively close proximity. There is a pressing requirement for a comprehensive
system to handle the overall management of BVLOS drone traffic in environments, including over
cities and towns. The U-Flyte high-level conceptual overview of an Urban UTM, as shown in Figure 2,
includes foundational, operational as well as regulatory and governance layers. The main focus of this
paper will revolve around the operational layer shown in Figure 2.
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regulatory and governance.
The required operational capabilities and functions of a odern day urban UT platfor are
anifold. One key require ent is a knowledge of the very low level (VLL) urban airspace with a
clear indication of where drones can or cannot fly at any particular time. The UTM needs to know
the location of all current airspace users at any one time, as well as exa ining planned and real-ti e
journeys in order to be able to organise traffic and anage any potential conflicts. The UTM needs
to be able to monitor the progression of traffic and communicate with the airspace users all of the
time. The UTM needs be able to intervene in an emergency event and to handle such a situation in
real-time whilst inimising the impact on the rest of the un-affected airspace. In short, the UTM
needs to understand all relevant environmental information and dynamic inputs in order to be able to
manage traffic and enable the safe and responsible operation of drones over cities and towns.
Key challenges associated ith developing an urban UTM platform:
• Understanding the key risk characteristics associated with an urban UTM;
• Ground and air risk;
• Designing an airspace model that will support urban UTM operations;
• Architecture and structure;
• Developing urban drone traffic management;
• Ability to carry out deconfliction, optimisation and emergency event handling in real-time 4D;
• Development of a configurable, computationally scalable, highly automated UTM system that can
be adapted for any city or urban environment.
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Other key aspects underpinning urban UTM include; training and qualifications, drone registration,
weather information, micro-climate models, as well as a dependable onboard detect and avoid (DAA)
system, ground-based VLL airspace monitoring, auto-landing/take-off systems, ATM integration,
communication network and navigation services, which are also required but will not be explored in
this paper. These challenges provide the rationale underpinning the research described in this paper,
which can be grouped under three headings:
• Environment and Operational Data: Identifying, collating and analysing relevant data inputs
that can be used to design airspace architecture.
• Airspace Architecture: This is the multi-dimensional map or graph indicating where drones can
or cannot fly, how airspace is structured and how drones can navigate through this space.
• Drone Traffic Management: Drone traffic management comprises three core dynamic traffic
features: safety tube for drone trips, optimised pathfinding incorporating strategic/tactical
deconfliction and emergency event handling. All of these activities need to be capable of operating
in 3D airspace in real-time (i.e., 4D environments).
These challenges are formulated into three broad research areas: urban VLL environment
characteristics; airspace architecture; traffic management systems. Each of these three areas comprises
a number of topics, as shown in Figure 3, each of which is explored and presented in more detail in the
following sections. The initial results of U-Flyte’s urban prototype UTM platform simulator, which was
constructed and tested using the concepts developed from this research work, are also presented.
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addressed in this paper.
3.2. Pragmatic Approaches to Addressing Risk Aspects Associated with Urban UTM Operations
The fundamental characteristics underpinning any UTM airspace architecture are the digital
geospatial representations of the VLL real-world environment and the set of rules and protocols that
govern all dynamic operations and activities in order to maintain the integrity and safety of the airspace.
Secondary concerns include the privacy, nuisance and environmental issues associated with drone
activity, but these aspects will not be addressed in this paper. The main source of risk revolves around
flying several unmanned aircrafts simultaneously over a busy, populated and built-up environment.
This overall risk can, in turn, be classified into two main risk sources, namely:
• Ground risk: hazards posed by drone operations to ground objects and hum related activities;
• Air risk: hazards posed by a drone in flight to other drones and other airspace users.
Risk modelling for drone operations over urban environments has not been adequately investigated
nor have any suitable protocols, standards or methodologies, that address the highly complex
environment of dense drone traffic operations over cities, been developed. Computing ground risk for
urban drone operations can be challenging, since many variables, such as infrastructure and human
activity, have to be taken into account. These variables are usually present in one form or another
throughout the metropolitan area and one extreme might be to identify all vulnerable zones on the
ground (e.g., residential areas, industrial sectors, schools, shopping districts, sports-fields, recreational
parks, etc.) and apply strict or indeed gradated no-fly zones. However, this is not practical, since it is
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likely that this approach will result in the entire city or a significant part of the city being de-marked
as non-flyable.
Air risk is somewhat easier to understand, since this relates to how drones can travel without
colliding into obstacles or other aircraft. Urban drone operations are likely to be characterised as
comprising trips that are short to medium distance (1–25 km in length). Drone traffic numbers in
urban UTMs are projected to vary from between hundreds to thousands of movements per hour
within relatively compact urban areas (e.g., 20 km × 20 km). Sensing, navigation and computational
technologies, both onboard as well as on the ground, will provide redundant monitoring systems,
ensuring the safe operation of numerous drone journeys over these populated urban environments.
At the heart of issue is the safety and reliability performance of the drone itself in the context
of the unique ground and air risk characteristics of urban operation. It is proposed that drones
should be required to conform to a minimum level of operational and flight performance. A special
urban “certificate of airworthiness” should be required that sets out the minimum operating
and flying standards of the drone, including flight performance (airframe, propulsion, payload),
system redundancy (navigation, communication, DAA) and special safety features (in the event of
ground impact), before that drone is cleared to operate in an urban environment. This process could
follow the EASA’s recent Proposed Means of Compliance for (people-carrying) eVTOL [47].
3.3. Data Inputs Underpinning Urban Airspace Architecture
The objective of any urban UTM platform is to ensure that the maximum urban airspace can be
made safely available, based on an in-depth and comprehensive understanding of the underlying VLL
aerial environment. This same digital platform will need to handle changes in national legislation and
local municipal regulation, as well as address the concerns of a local residential association or, indeed,
a citizen. Ground risk comprises all objects and activities which are located on the ground—some
of these objects and activities can pose risk and act as a hazard to drone operations overhead and,
conversely, drone operation can pose hazard to these same objects and activities on the ground below.
Topography, infrastructure, buildings and human activity will generally have a multi-dimensional
spatial–temporal attribute in the form of a 3D buffered polygon, which represents how these objects
affect and are affected by drone operation. A simple example is a tall church spire, which extends
into the air but only presents a hazard to the maximum dimensions of the spire (width, length and
height) and, unless identified and clearly demarked, may pose a hazard to overflying drones, as shown
in Figure 4a. In the converse scenario, a large, flat and busy recreational park in the city centre is
vulnerable to overflying drones and may need to be represented by a buffered 3D polygon which
extends vertically to the maximum altitude of the urban airspace, as shown in Figure 4a. This 3D
polygon may also have additional temporal attributes, indicating when it may be open to the public and
active. Modelling risk in terms of ground objects that pose hazards to drones is usually straightforward,
since most times their location and dimensions are known. However, the modelling risk of vulnerable
ground-based areas and activities across cities and urban spaces is problematic, since a drone will
never have to fly far without overflying these locations. Additionally, vulnerable, real-time human
activity is not always easy to locate precisely across a metropolitan area.
The research team has taken a pragmatic approach here, based around the premise that only
certified drones cleared for operation over urban areas will be allowed to fly over cities and
towns. A different approach to addressing ground risk is proposed, which still involves collating
relevant datasets, such as topography, airspace, property classification, etc., as shown in Figure 4b.
These geospatial datasets are stored on a collaborative cloud-based urban airspace platform, designed
by the U-Flyte research team, which enables hazards to drones (e.g., hilly terrain, tall buildings) to be
located and identified. Other zones that require permission due to some security or safety concern can
also be identified. This digital platform enables all relevant stakeholders, including aviation authorities,
municipal councils, city managers, UTM service providers and commercial drone fleet operators,
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to visualise the VLL airspace and use this collaborative platform, perhaps initially primed with some
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Most of the buildings in Maynooth are <10 m in height, with some extending up to 20 m; however,
the spire of the university chapel (south campus) extends 83m above ground level. Some aspects to
consider when choosing a DEM include the cell dimension, which ideally should be <10 m, and ensuring
that the height in that cell represents the highest point within that cell. Some part of the urban DEM may
require greater spatial resolution, such as busy take-off/landing zones or more congested downtown
areas. The DEM should have been recently acquired (within 1 year) and incorporate additional
data sources, such as low-level obstacle databases, usually available from aviation authorities. It is
likely that the drones themselves, operating within an urban UTM, will play a key role in updating
accurate ground-based data, similar to the concept of self-healing maps proposed for autonomous
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vehicles. European Copernicus 10 m resolution Sentinel-2 satellite data were acquired and processed
to produce a recent Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) image-map, as shown in Figure 5b.
This image-map distinguishes between vegetated (green) and non-vegetated (yellow, red) areas and is
very useful in highlighting open green areas, built environments, water features and road networks.
Additional GIS datasets (e.g., administrative boundaries, land-use, ownership, etc.) can be
acquired and, together with DEM and NDVI data, analysed to classify and categorise the urban area
into different ground or more detailed land-use classes, as shown in Figure 6a, such as residential,
educational, recreational, retail, industrial and transportation. Some of these classes can be further
sub-divided (e.g., a residential zone can be further sub-divided into housing and green areas and
streets), as shown in Figure 6b.
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3.4. Fundamental Building Blocks of Urban Airspace
It is reasonable to expect that most drone trips in urban airspace environments will be at least
1 km in length, overflying tall buildings, infrastructure and trees. It seems more sensible to compute
the shortest path for planned drone trips, maintaining level flight wherever possible and avoiding
the need to climb or descend in order to avoid obstacles. For this reason, a minimum flying altitude
for horizontal flight of 50 m above the chosen vertical datum is proposed. This minimum flying
altitude should also help support societally friendly and non-invasive operation, reducing potential
privacy concerns and noise pollution. Below this 50 m cut-off plane (base of travel layers), only vertical
movement (climb or descend) for take-off and landing is permitted, as shown in Figure 8. This base
height value may vary between different cities. This altitude needs to be fixed to an accepted standard
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vertical height datum, such as barometric QNH, since ground level topography can vary over relatively
large city and urban extents. This base-layer altitude can be viewed as a geometric plane that separates
the more undulating topography and buildings on the ground from the open airspace higher up.
Note that some taller buildings will penetrate this base-layer and 50 m has been initially chosen
as a compromise between maximising horizontal flight airspace whilst safe-guarding drones from
multi-story buildings, as well as helping address privacy and nuisance concerns.
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A cloud-based, collaborative urban airspace platform has been developed by the U-Flyte team
that enables all relevant static and dynamic datasets to be collated, ingested and analysed. A more
pragmatic approach has been adopted by the U-Flyte research team concerning ground risk, as outlined
in preceding Section 3.2, since it is pervasive within urban environments with real challenges in
monitoring and measuring real-time human activity. The emphasis on mitigating risk should switch to
ensuring that any drones flying over cities have a high level of operational and safety performance,
which can be implemented through a similar process, such as acquiring a certificate of airworthiness,
but adapted for urban BVLOS drone operations. Nevertheless, there are still locations or zones on the
ground which will have varying levels of permissions in terms of accessibility and operation. Three zone
categories have been identified: no fly zones (NFZ); prior permission zones (PPZ); temporary reserved
zones (TRZ). These three airspace zones, together with the vertical flight and travel flight layers
(base-layer and top-most altitude limit), make-up the accessible airspace over the metropolitan region,
as shown in Figure 8.
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No Fly Zones (NFZ): In most cities few buildings reach higher than 50 m and a minimum height
thus removes most permanent physical structures from interfering with the space for horizontal travel.
At the same time, it is true that 50 m is not high enough to exclude all buildings. In this case there still
will be zones which physically obstruct the airspace (i.e., it is impossible for a drone to fly through that
space and those zones need to be stored as strict no-fly zones within the UTM database), as shown in
Figure 8. The DEM layer can be used in conjunction with land-use and property-class data layers to
identify NFZ features. It is also worth noting that there are NFZ features that are of a temporary nature,
which also potentially pose an obstruction above the 50 m limit. For instance, cranes at a construction
site can easily reach a height of 70 to 80 m. Urban airspace NFZ databases will need to be updated on a
daily basis or, indeed, as soon as the new obstacle appears on the skyline, a process which could be
carried out by the drones themselves.
Prior Permission Zones (PPZ): The drone also poses a risk and is a hazard to everything on
the ground in terms of the probability of exposure, vulnerability and severity as it flies above.
Prior Permission Zones (PPZ) are zones where, unlike a physical tall building, it is possible to fly
into the space, but it may not be desirable, so prior permission is required. Reasons could include
safety, security or, indeed, privacy or nuisance concerns. The data layers on this UTM platform, such as
property type and human activity can be queried. For example, selecting all green areas that are
>1 ha, classified as recreational and have high levels of human recreational activity, can be highlighted.
These could then be examined by a UTM airspace designer to determine whether this area is a potential
PPZ or not, based on current regulations and guidelines. PPZs could include areas over hospitals
which have active helicopter landing pads, prisons or large sports stadiums. So, in the example of the
hospital PPZ, general drone traffic would not be allowed to pass through this zone, since it is reserved
for Medical Helicopter emergencies by default. However, a drone delivering blood or medical supplies
specifically to this hospital could be granted permission to enter the PPZ by the hospital management
team. Other examples of PPZs include the airspace over sensitive infrastructure, such as power plants
or government buildings where drone traffic could be prohibited for security reasons, but also over
vulnerable zones where drone operations could result in substantial damage to valuable infrastructure
and injury/fatalities (e.g., airports, pedestrianised streets, large recreational parks or sporting events),
as shown in Figure 8.
Furthermore, PPZ can be temporary in nature. For instance, a PPZ could be activated for the
duration of a concert at the weekend but then deactivated during weekdays. Different stakeholders
and inputs are required to help decide which zones should be designated PPZ in an open and fair
manner. The U-Flyte team has developed an online “Mark-up” tool, shown in Figure 9, that enables
registered users to search for specific locations and facility types (e.g., “large schools”) overlain on
the latest high-resolution satellite or aerial image of the city. The user can then confirm the extent of
the PPZ, as well as temporal restrictions (e.g., school only active on weekdays between 8:00 a.m. and
5:00 p.m.).
This ground-based polygon can then be extruded, using the Mark-up tool functions, into a
three-dimensional object that covers the airspace above the ground feature, which it aims to protect.
The 1-to-1 rule, can be applied in this case, as outlined in the SORA (Specific Operations Risk
Assessment) guidelines, which stipulate that, for a drone operating at an altitude of 100 m above the
ground, the ground risk buffer should be at least 100 m. This process should be carried out using
an intuitive collaborative platform with ready access to relevant geospatial data layers together with
national legislation and city regulations, (e.g., a housing association could decide that they do not want
high volumes of drones flying over their location, and so establish a PPZ over their housing estate).
The initial choice and design of PPZs could be conducted by the appointed UTM service company
prior to inviting the wider stakeholder group to participate.
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Temporary Reserve Zones (TRZ): Conversely, Temporary Reserve Zones (TRZ) are locations
or zones where the exposure and vulnera ility on the ground is p ticularly low, with lit le or no
vulnerable infrastructure and very low levels f human activity on the ground. Examples include
enclosed industry zones, brown fields nd wast field sites, as shown in Figure 8. TRZs are, therefore,
zones wh re drone co d be directed to hover or orbit over, in order to free-up spac duri g an
unf reseen external event or in the c e of an emergency or malf nction to lan . TRZ can be treated
in a similar fashion to PPZs but are more likely to be left as open accessible airspace and only flagged
as restricted in the event of an emergency. TRZs can be identified and stored using the same online
collaborative Mark-up tools, protocols and methodology, as for PPZs.
U-Flyte’s UTM airspace mark-up tool has been developed using scalable cloud-based intuitive
interfaces, based around an open source database and geospatial tools, enabling large numbers of
stakeholders and users to collaborate and identify candidate NFZs, PPZs and TRZs, check suitability,
discuss concerns and find solutions. A key role of this mark-up tool is to ensure that urban airspace,
comprising these UTM zones (NFZ, PPZ and TRZ) can be constructed efficiently, as well as in a fair,
transparent, democratic manner.
3.5. Urban Airspace Architecture
An urban UTM needs to be able to understand and manage all aspects within the airspace, as these
relate to ensuring safe and efficient drone operation. Overall, drone traffic management is influenced
by a number of inputs, including assigned mission or aerial task, accessible airspace, existing traffic,
as well as overall drone operational performance. The UTM needs to be able to determine an optimum
path for a requested trip, assign that track to the drone, track the drone’s progress and intervene in
real-time, if necessary, in order to quickly adapt or possibly change the drone’s itinerary. The available
or accessible airspace is determined by the operating lower and upper urban airspace limits, together
with the three UTM zones—NFZ, PPZ and TRZ. Aspects that need to be considered include the
spatial and temporal separation of drones, which should strive to balance safety requirements with
operational efficiency. Involving human operators to control drones is not advisable for urban UTM
scenarios, which may have to deal with tens and hundreds, if not thousands, of drone movements
in an hour over densely populated, high-activity city areas. Having a human operator assigned to
each drone on the ground, as well as potentially multiple UTM service providers and associated
traffic coordinators, handling or overseeing various requests and instructions, will result in a slow
and in-efficient traffic management system or, even worse, possible collisions and serious accidents,
as shown in Figure 10. Does the drone operator send a request to one or more UTM service providers
for flight slots? Are instructions issued from the UTM service provider to the drone operator who,
in turn, manoeuvres the drone?
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users at any o e time. A strate ic deconfliction approach is required where the path-findi g algorithm
is computed for the new drone prior to taking off, to min mize the p ssibility of int rference with other
existing flight trajectories. This path is computed and uploaded to the drone before take-off. The path
comprises a set of vertic s or odes, along which the drone a to travel, passing through key no es at
pre-s t times. This route calculation needs to take int account the drone’s spe d profile nd current
weather conditions, such a head or tail winds.
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with a graph network with various advantages and disadvantages in terms of flexibility in path-finding
and computational efficiency that will not be detailed here. U-Flyte research has found that key graph
requirements of an urban UTM include:
• Efficient pathfinding: the ability to construct a path between any two points in the airspace that is
as direct as possible, given the NFZ, PPZ;
• Spatial–temporal separation: any computed path needs to be adequately spatially and temporally
separated from all other drones throughout its entire journey;
• Use of the third dimension for deconfliction: given that the possibility of paths intersecting in a
busy urban UTM is quite high, the ability to utilise the third dimension is required (i.e., for one of
the drones to climb or descend) in order to avoid a traffic conflict.
So, the UTM airspace structure solution proposed by the U-Flyte research team is to create
a number of layers (15 m in height) to be stacked vertically from the minimum 50 m lower-level
cut-off plane. Assuming an initial urban UTM maximum height of 150 m, this results in three pairs
of layers, as shown in Figure 11. Each pair of layers comprises a travel layer for standard transit
and a deconfliction layer, which enables a drone to jump over a potential existing path and avoid a
traffic conflict.
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drone prior to take-off and it is the responsibility of the drone to adhere to this path, flying through 
each given node at the given time. However, drones may not always be able to adhere exactly to the 
given itinerary. It is apparent that delay is more likely to occur than reaching points ahead of 
schedule, since it is easier to correct the latter by slowing down if necessary. Delays may be more 
difficult to correct since these could be caused by a strong headwind, not picked up in an earlier 
forecast and the drone propulsion’s system may be insufficiently powerful to correct this lost time. 
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3.6.1. Safety Tube
A drone’s path is a sequence of spatial–temporal nodes, comprising latitude–longitude–altitude
coordinates, which the drone has to fly through at a prescribed time. This path is uploaded to the drone
prior to take-off and it is the responsibility of the drone to adhere to this path, flying through each given
node at the given time. However, drones may not always be able to adhere exactly to the given itinerary.
It is apparent that delay is more likely to occur than reaching points ahead of schedule, since it is easier
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to correct the latter by slowing down if necessary. Delays may be more difficult to correct since these
could be caused by a strong headwind, not picked up in an earlier forecast and the drone propulsion’s
system may be insufficiently powerful to correct this lost time. Additionally, it is highly probable
that a drone will never fly the exact path down to decimetre or, indeed, metre accuracy. Therefore,
a spatial and temporal safety margin, or tube, is required for drones to handle these spatial–temporal
inconsistencies. An initial examination, based around typical drone dimensions (3 m × 2 m × 2 m),
suggests a tube with a radius of 10 m. Furthermore, the tube should be active for at least 15 s before
and 60 s after the drone’s scheduled passing. This means, assuming a speed of 20 m/s, the length of the
tube is 1500 m, comprising a leading segment of 300 m and a rear segment of 1200 m, as shown in
Figure 12.
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of the tube. The planned path and real-time location of the drone, t t cco panying
safety tube is logged and it is this dy i t e t at is treated in a similar
fashion to . The progress of each drone is m nitored by the drone it elf, u ing its onboard
flight-controller, and the drone will only alert the UTM if it is i danger of falling behind and exiting
this safety tube. The benefit of this approach is that the drone can be left unsupervised if it remai s
within its safety tube. So, even if the drone were to fall behind by 30 s during its journey, it would not
matter to the safety integrity of the system, and so minimal resources need to be spent on constantly
checking on the drone’s progress or adjusting its itinerary. The final dimensions of the safety tube are
subject to further testing and ultimately depend on characteristics of the Urban UTM and individual
drone performance, which are linked to the likelihood of drones being delayed and causes of the delay.
3.6.2. 4D Path-Finding and Strate ic fli ti
Requests for drone paths a be s itt r s r ic r i ers ho have a current
ap roval for Urban UTM operations a s itably certifie ro es t at are registere ith that Urban
UTM. These requests ay be ad-hoc for a one-off trip or scheduled for a later time during the day.
Each request is dealt with sequentially and on a first-co e-first-served basis. The only exception here
might be drones which carry out edical or e ergency support functions, hich ay be pushed-up
to the top of the list. In any case, every request is examined with respect to the existing NFZ and PPZ
and all other drone journeys, which have been accepted and assigned by the UTM system.
Every request for a new path must contain a start point, an end point and a start time. The distance
between the start and end point is used to determine the travel layer the drone is allocated to. Short trips
are assigned to the lowest layer, while longer trips are moved further up. So, the first part of the
drone’s path is the vertical connection from the take-off point up to the relevant layer. Note how this
part of the journey cannot involve any NFZ or PPZ. However, drones that are scheduled to fly right
above the take-off point may have to be circumvented. If this is not possible, the departure has to be
delayed. At the core of the pathfinding process, we aim to find a suitable path within the relevant layer.
We use a classic A* algorithm on an expanding network of possible paths. Initially this network only
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consists of the direct line from start to end point—as projected into the layer. Next the heuristically
most promising path is examined in the current network, with respect to the existing NFZ and PPZ
and all other drone journeys which have been accepted and assigned by the UTM system. If no conflict
is found, then the path can be accepted as the most suitable path. If, for instance, the direct line from
start to end point shows no conflict, then a suitable path has been found, as depicted by the green line
in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Sche atic of si ple drone trip fro start to end point no conflict detected.
If a conflict is returned, then the path is rejected and replaced with alternative paths. The network
grows and develops in this way, resulting in more elaborate paths until a trip solution has been found
which offers a conflict-free journey from the start to end point. Travel distance is the main cost function,
however other heuristics are possible, such as arrival time or travel time, or a more elaborate weighted
combination of different indicators.
Two questions remain: “How do we check whether a path is conflict-free?” and “What are the
proposed alternative paths if conflict is found?” Recall that a path is a sequence of nodes, beginning
with the start point and concluding with the end point. A node in a path is classified as confirmed if
the portion of the path from the start point to that node has been established as conflict-free. In this
sense the starting node is always confirmed and a path is sought in which the end node is confirmed.
At any stage during the A* process, the heuristically most promising path contains n nodes,
where n ≥ 2, and the first i ≥ 1 nodes are confirmed. Given such a path, the pathfinding process aims
to confirm the (I + 1)-st node—that is, the edge Ei between nodes i and i + 1 is checked to ensure that it
is conflict-free. It is a simple geospatial operation to check whether Ei intersects any of the polygonal
NFZ and PPZ of the relevant layer. Furthermore, as the start time and speed of the drone are known,
the time the drone is expected to reach node i can be determined. Likewise, the drone’s temporal
progression along the edge Ei is known. The database can be queried to check whether Ei intersects
the path of any other drone and, if so, whether this spatial conflict is also a temporal one—that is,
whether the other drone’s safety tube is active at the relevant time. If no conflicts with the NFZ, PPZ or
other drones are found, then node (i + 1) is confirmed and the next subsequent edge is considered. If,
on the other hand, conflict is found, then edge Ei and the rest of the path are dismissed.
Conflicts associated with NFZ and PPZ: If the conflict arose from a NFZ or PPZ, then the drone
has to be routed around this zone, either to the left or the right of the obstruction. In the case of
a building, a third option of flying above the obstacle by climbing temporarily to a higher layer is
also available. In the database NFZ and PPZ are stored together with their respective convex hulls.
There are at least two ways in which to connect the confirmed portion of the path—that is, the segments
from the start node up to node i, with the end node, while also avoiding the NFZ or PPZ. This sequence
of edge construction and testing, in order to find an efficient path around the NFZ or PPZ, is detailed
in Figure 14.
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the shortest and is tested next—edge from start point to node N2 is confirmed; (f) edge from N2 to end 
point is confirmed, thus confirming the entire path. 
Conflicts associated with existing drone trajectories: If the conflict arises from another drone 
in the same layer, then a new node is introduced before the conflict followed by a bridge segment 
that leads up to the deconfliction layer and descends back down to the travel layer after the other 
drone’s path has been jumped. Depending on how long the other drone’s safety tube remains active, 
an alternative path that passes behind, or indeed ahead of the other drone, may be worth considering. 
Another option, though not currently part of our implementation, is that the speed profile or 
departure time of the first drone may be adapted to resolve the current conflict in this way. Finally, 
if a bridge segment cannot be confirmed due to traffic already in the deconfliction layer then nodes 
that lead around this area of contention are introduced, similar to the NFZ/PPZ case discussed above. 
An additional step that checks whether new paths are not unnecessarily circuitous has proven 
beneficial. Finally, for each new path, the cost function is calculated, and the path is added to the 
ordered list of all proposed paths, which is then available for the next A* cycle. This algorithm then 
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line from start to end point is tested—test fails due to first NFZ object; (b) two alternative paths are
proposed to lead around the NFZ; (c) upper path is shortest and tested next, edge from start point to
node N1 is confirmed and edge from N1 to end point fails due to PPZ object; (d) two alternative paths,
connecting N1 to end point, are proposed to lead around PPZ; (e) of the three paths, the lower one is
the shortest and is tested next—edge from start point to node N2 is confirmed; (f) edge from N2 to end
point is confirmed, thus confirming the entire path.
Conflicts associated with existing drone trajectories: If the conflict arises from another drone
in the same layer, then a new node is introduced before the conflict followed by a bridge segment
that leads up to the deconfliction layer and descends back down to the travel layer after the other
drone’s path has been jumped. Depending on how long the other drone’s safety tube remains active,
an alternative path that passes behind, or indeed ahead of the other drone, may be worth considering.
Another option, though not currently part of our implementation, is that the speed profile or departure
time of the first drone may be adapted to resolve the current conflict in this way. Finally, if a bridge
segment cannot be confirmed due to traffic already in the deconfliction layer then nodes that lead
around this area of contention are introduced, similar to the NFZ/PPZ case discussed above.
An additional step that checks hether ne paths are not unnecessarily circuitous has proven
beneficial. Finally, for each ne path, the cost function is calculated, and the path is added to the
ordered list of all proposed paths, which is then available for the next * cycle. his algorith then
runs until a path with a confirmed end node as ee f . It a t al a s be possible to end up
right above the landing point, due to existi tr ffi . , iti l t fi ing ay be required to
ensure that the drone reaches an overhea i t i i l i l t t e target landing
zone. Thereafter, it is a ore l c li escent circu vents any existing traffic.
The final co pute rises a spatial–temporal sequence of nodes w ic the drone has to
fly through at a prescribed time. The path is uploa ed to the drone prior to take-off and it is the
responsibility of the drone itself to adhere to this pat a ti t i ultaneously, the path is
log ed in the UTM database, where it is then available i fi .
3.6.3. Tactical (Real-Time) Deconfliction
Real-time traffic conflicts can occ r i i i ir fety tube hilst
traveling along their designated path. if a drone travels slower than expected.
Using the example in the prece i l ages a ground sp ed of 15 m/s,
instead of the original 20 m/s, then it fal s behi its s ence the safety
margin provided by the tube’s tail of 1200 m will be exhausted after 240 s, or 4 min, at whic point the
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drone falls out of its safety tube. This causes an immediate problem, since there is now the potential
that the slower flying drone inadvertently enters the safety tube of another nearby drone. This gives
rise to a potential real-time traffic conflict, so a tactical deconfliction function needs to be triggered in
order to handle this situation. This triggering can be instigated by the drone itself, which has been
charged to monitor its own progress, but it is likely that the central UTM may also run a secondary
drone progress status monitoring process. In this example, the drone monitors its progress and alerts
the UTM once its onboard journey monitoring unit records a delay of at least 45 s. At this point the
drone is still well within its 60 s tail section and has up to 15 s to remain within the boundary of its
safety tube. However, this 15 s period provides a buffer for the UTM to deal with a potential future
conflict and issue an updated path with deconfliction instructions. If the drone’s slower progress does
not cause a traffic conflict, then the drone’s path can remain unchanged and only its schedule needs to
be updated within the UTM. This means the safety tube is delayed by 45 s to ensure that the drone is
placed again at the desired 20% position from the front end of the tube. If, on the other hand, the newly
computed safety tube is to interfere with another drone’s trajectory, then the UTM must now reroute
this drone. This rerouting can be carried out by applying the path-finding algorithm, as described
in the previous sub-section, to the remaining part of the journey. The new deconflicted route is then
uploaded to the drone as its new itinerary, as well as the UTM central database. The three-image
sequence, shown in in Figure 15, describes a simple tactical deconfliction scenario and associated
process. In this case, the deconfliction layer is used to jump over the other drone and so resolve the
potential traffic conflict.
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part of the city). 
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Figure 15. Tactical deconfliction sequence: orange drone originally operating clear of new blue drone
which has just joined UTM, but orange drone is now running behind predicted schedule and alerts
UTM (a); UTM examines the paths and instructs delayed orange drone to jump over blue drone in
order to avoid traffic conflict (b); orange drone descends back down into travel layer and continues on
journey (c).
Requests for real-time deconfliction will also sequentially have to be dealt with by the UTM,
and these requests should always be permitted to skip the queue and be processed as soon as possible,
given that one key objective of the UTM is to avoid any potential collisions. There should only be
a minimal number of requests for real-time deconfliction. However, if this is not the case then the
UTM’s pre-flight pathfinding and allocation process requires examination and improvement. The safety
tube spatial–temporal dimensions may also need to be adjusted, depending on drone performance,
trip durations, as well as the unique characteristics associated with the Urban UTM (e.g., particular
daily traffic patterns). The right balance needs to be struck between ensuring safety whilst maximising
overall operational efficiency of the urban airspace.
3.6.4. Emergency Event Handling
Emergency events can be classed as either internal or external in nature. Internal emergencies are
associated with the drone itself (e.g., engine failure), whilst external events are due to other external
factors (e.g., a localised severe weather event which may affect a number of drones over one part of
the city).
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Internal Event: An internal event might be a situation whereby a drone’s own system experiences
a malfunction, which makes it unlikely or impossible for the drone to continue its journey safely.
Usually, an emergency of this type will only affect the drone itself, but this depends to a large degree
on the type and extent of the damage affecting the drone’s operation. Only licensed drones carrying a
current certificate of airworthiness with proven flight performance, together with redundant critical
systems, as well as additional on-board safety systems, such as a parachute, should have permission
to carry out BVLOS operations within urban airspace. So, the risk of malfunction should be low or,
in case of not being able to maintain controlled flight, activate a backup propulsion system or deploy
a parachute to support an emergency landing. If the drone is capable of flight, the most expedient
route from its current location to a near-by landing zone or Temporary Reserve Zone (TRZ) can
be calculated—similar to the tactical deconfliction process, described in sub-Section 3.6.2—and the
onboard flight-controller updated with direct itinerary.
External Event: An example of an external event might be a localised weather event or medical
emergency helicopter which needs immediate access to the same airspace, occupied by one or more
drones, in order to land at a nearby hospital helicopter landing pad. This external emergency event
can potentially affect a single drone, or a number of drones, at various locations within the urban
airspace volume for differing lengths of time. In the case of an external event involving manned flight,
it coordination with conventional Air Traffic Control (ATC) would be required to determine the spatial
volume and temporal limits of the emergency airspace that may be required by the medical emergency
helicopter. A drone that is already within the emergency zone will need to be given the necessary
time to exit along its given route, or if this is deemed too long, be made to return or provided with
holding or landing options. Drones which are due to enter the declared emergency zone need to be
identified by the UTM and rerouted since this emergency zone is treated as a NFZ for as long as it
is active. The UTM will prioritise the affected drones according to their proximity and reroute each
one in decreasing order of priority. It might again prove expedient to use a nearby TRZ, clear of the
temporary emergency airspace, to reroute the affected drones in order to either hover or land before
authorising the drones to resume their journey after the medical emergency helicopter has passed
through. Again, all computational aspects of this emergency handling can be dealt with within the
above tactical deconfliction framework.
4. UTM: Database Design Considerations and Simulation Results
4.1. Database Design Considerations
The design of the UTM database needs to support the storage and rapid access of both static
and dynamic obstacles in order to support real-time 4D drone traffic management. No-fly zones
and PPZ can be designed and stored in the database before the system is operated in live mode.
However, paths allocated to drones need to be updated to the database in a structured and expedient
manner. The database update cycle must ensure that the present drone path is uploaded and stored
before the next drone’s path can be computed, since the updated database is used to compute new
routes. Additionally, all NFZs, PPZs and TRZs, as well as the latest computed active paths need to be
instantly accessible.
Each of the three zone types affects some or all layers of the airspace and at each level the affected
region can be represented as a two-dimensional flat surface. Only the corner points of this surface need
to be stored as x- and y-coordinates within the respective layer, as shown in Figure 16a. Note how
these vertices enable the rapid construction of potential routes around the obstacle during the A*
path-finding process, as discussed in the previous section. The key pieces of information for drone
paths are the coordinates and associated occupation times associated with each node along the route.
Each edge of the path is stored as the quadrilateral safety buffer surrounding it. This captures the
spatial component of the edge. In addition, a sequence of points along the edge is stored together with
the time interval during which this segment is an active component within the drone’s safety tube and
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is therefore unavailable to other drones, as shown in Figure 16b. This allows for the rapid checking of
potential conflicts when a new drone path is added to the UTM system.Aerospace 2020, 7, 85 21 of 28 
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(b) edge of a drone path—spatial extent is stored by the outer quadrilateral and spatial–temporal
components are stored in the points along the edge.
During strategical and tactical deconfliction, it is important to have very fast access to all features
which are spati lly and temporally relevant to the current requested path-finding op rati n. In initial
experiments, each layer was divided into small c lls with a bas area of 10 m by 10 m. The , each cell
was marked as either permanently occupied if it occurred in an existing NFZ/PPZ or as temporally
occupied, if it contained an existing drone’s safety t be. The availability of an edge during the A*
process could be assess quickly by examining ll cells within a 10 m distance of that edge. The edge is
reje ted even if only one single cell was occupied. Though this works well over a sm ll area, it quickly
became appar t that it would ot scale for a UTM covering hundreds of square kilometre over large
city. For example, the prototype UTM that was designed by the U-Flyte team over Maynooth cov red
3.5 km by 3.5 km of u ban area. T is resulted in a manageable 122,500 cells per layer, or 735,000 cells
across the six layers when using 10 m × 10 m cells. How ver, for a relatively small European city,
such as Dublin (115 km2), this r sults in 1.15 million cells per layer, or a total f nearly 7 million cells
over the six layers.
The use f larger cells and an associated lower number of queries was investigated. However,
as cells increase in size, more are is unnecessarily declared as occupi d by a single drone, as shown
in Figure 17a. On the other h nd, every dge needs to b checked against ll NFZ, PPZ and drone
trajectories in the databas during th A* process, in the absence of suitable reference mechanism.
So, the U-Flyte research t am devised a compromise where each l yer in the airspace (travel and
deconfliction lay rs) is divided into cells of 500 m × 500 m. Each of these 500 m × 500 m cells stores
a reference to ev ry NFZ, PPZ and drone trajectory that intersect t cell, as shown in Figure 17b.
In addition, the temporal extent of the inters tion for drone trajectori s is also stored.
S , during the p th computation process, a can idate edge is checked against the features of all
the cells it passes through. This is usually a spatial test for NFZs and PPZs, and a spatial–temporal test
in the case of drone itineraries as we check whether the edge intersects the other trajectory at a time
when the intersection is part of drone’s safety tube. In general, it is expected that each 500 m × 500 m
cell contains no more than a handful of NFZs and PPZs and a small number of drone trajectories
during the relevant short time interval in which the new drone plans to travel. The 500 m by 500 m
cell size appears to be a reasonable compromise between the amount of checking required per cell
and the overall number of cells that need to be stored. This database structure can be relatively easily
scaled-up to handle large city and urban areas. For example, a city of 30 km × 30 km results in a total
of 3600 UTM cells per layer. This totals 21,600 UTM cells, assuming six layers. Additionally, storing a
drone path is relatively inexpensive. Note that every path has to be linked to the cells it encounters.
However, a typical path of 5 km length will affect no more than between 10 to 20 UTM cells. In effect,
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this 500 m × 500 m UTM cell acts as a spatial–temporal index, dramatically reducing the time for search
and retrieval during the path-finding process. The computational efficiency of these 500 m × 500 m cell
sizes with city-scale UTM databases is still undergoing performance assessment.
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Figure 17. (a) Yellow area represents all 10 m by 10 m cells within 10 m of line and green area represents
all 50 m by 50 m cells within 10 m of line; (b) Schematic of 500 m × 500 m UTM cells used as a spatial
index for rapid database searching.
Open Source Computing Modules
The U-Flyte research team has completed the design and construction of the airspace and traffic
management simulator using various Open Source components. The simulation system’s front-end and
back-end are primarily developed using NodeJS with Express framework, an open source JavaScript
runtime environment which excels at concurrent operations and speed of HTTP request handling,
as shown in Figure 18. The client-facing globe itself is created using CesiumJS, an open source Javascript
library with powerful functionality for building 3D geospatial visualisations.
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Figure 18. Schematic overview of Simulation components.
Pathfinding and deconfliction services are implemented using Python, a functional programming
language with notable performance benefits regarding searching and sorting large amounts of data.
The NFZ, PPZ and TRZ zone datasets are stored on a remote PostgreSQL database, geospatially
enabled with PostGIS extension. A micro API handles requests between these different elements of the
server. A user viewing the CesiumJS interface can initiate the simulation and deconfliction events.
These actions trigger API requests, which perform the relevant database connections and requests to
pathfinding functions.
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4.2. U-Flyte’s UTM Simulator
A prototype UTM simulator was designed and constructed over the town of Maynooth, covering an
area of 3.5 km by 3.5 km. A base reference altitude of 50 m above ground level (AGL) was chosen,
under which only vertical or transitioning flight was allowed. The AGL datum was chosen in this
case, since the area is relatively small and uniformly flat. Six vertical layers, 15 m in vertical extent,
comprising three pairs travel and deconfliction layers were stacked on top of this 50 m base reference
layer. The deconfliction layer was used to enable a drone jump over, another potential conflicting
drone path. As described in the previous section, the UTM cell size was fixed at 500 m × 500 m,
resulting in 49 UTM cells per layer and a total of 294 UTM cells across all six layers. One NFZ was
identified—that is, the chapel spire on the university campus. A further four PPZs were established,
all of which covered school areas. No TRZs were designed for this relatively small urban area. A list
of 400 path requests was compiled, prior to running the simulation, with the only constraints being
that no point should fall under a NFZ or PPZ and every start/end pair had to be at least 100 m apart.
All resulting pairs had a varying separation distance of between 100 m to 4500 m. Launch time requests
were allocated at 2 s intervals to all pairs. This resulted in an 800 s (just over 13 min 20 s) period
between the first and last drone launch, Figure 19. Finally, drone speed was set at 15 m/s (54 km/hr).
The simulation was initiated with the upload of the entire list of 400 path requests to the UTM, in order
of requested starting time. So, this resulted in the path requests and computations, in similar order
to their departure schedule. Origin/Destination pairs with a distance of up to 1200 m were allocated
to the lowest travel layer, while pairs with a distance of up to 2400 m and above were allocated to
the middle and top travel layer, respectively. Note that, as take-off and landing were not simulated,
potential conflict arising from climbing or descending to/from the travel/deconfliction layer were not
taken into account between the three pairs of travel and deconfliction layers.Aerospace 2020, 7, 85 24 of 28 
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Figure 19. The output of U-Flyte’s UTM simulator at one moment during the 800 s during which
drones took-off. We see a snapshot of 65 airborne drones and their given paths from their start points
(green) to their end points (cyan). Note that, in this top down view, it is not possible to distinguish the
layer at which each drone operates.
The 400 requests were computed by the UTM in just under 30 s. Of those, 316 trips were computed
in less than 0.1 s each. The remaining 84 trips required a computation time of up to 0.45 s each.
Furthermore 116 paths were allocated to layer-pair 1, 164 to layer-pair 2 and 120 to the top-most
layer-pair 3. A total of 102 trips did not encounter any NFZ, PPZ or other drone paths, while a further
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25 did not encounter any other drone. In the case of 60 drones, each had to use the deconfliction layer
once, twice or three times. A further 90 drones had to carry out the manoeuvre between four and six
times, with the remaining half a dozen drones having to avoid another trajectory on seven occasions.
Currently, drones are instructed to return from the deconfliction layer back down to the travel layer
as soon as the conflict in the travel layer has been overflown. In future fine tuning, closely located
tactical deconfliction manoeuvres, affecting the one drone, will be merged into one longer tactical
deconfliction manoeuvre. Early path-finding requests are computationally less demanding, as there
are still very few drone trajectories in the system against which new paths need to be deconflicted.
However, with the current simulation, 60 drones were scheduled to be airborne at any instant, from the
75th request onwards. It was estimated that up to 20 other active, existing drones were examined for
potential conflict in any of the layer pairs, since these were spread more or less evenly across the three
layer pairs (travel and deconfliction layers).
Computation times typically increase with increasing UTM complexity in terms of the number of
drones requesting paths, the lengths of the trips and the numbers of NFZ, PPZ and other drones that
are in the system. A journey of 20 km is more likely to have to route around several NFZ, PPZ and
several other drone trajectories, and so will require additional computation time. Computational
improvements include general path-finding processes which favour finding a solution quickly instead
of consuming valuable computation time searching for marginally better solutions.
This initial simulation suggests that this airspace architecture, coupled with a traffic management
system, has the scope to handle several hundreds of drones, all of which seek to use an airspace of just
over 12 km2 at one point over a time interval of around 15 min. Many path requests faced a traffic
density of at least two drones per square kilometre. Assuming three layer pairs for a city the size of
Dublin (115 km2), this is equivalent to nearly 700 drones evenly spread around the airspace at any one
instant. This approach has the potential to scale-up in order to manage airspace and traffic for much
larger, busier cities and urban environments in terms of database size, pathfinding and deconflictions.
The vertical layer structuring lends itself to parallel computing, where a different machine could
be assigned to a particular vertical layer pair, speeding up path finding and tactical deconfliction.
Moreover, various sections over a city could be handled by different machines as long as the trips
requested were not spatially co-located. For example, two 5 km path requests, one over the north-east
and the other over the south-west of a 20 km wide city could be dealt with in parallel by two different
machines at the same time.
5. Research Outputs and Conclusions
Operating drones over urban environments presents, perhaps, the greatest challenges to the
drone industry, due to the ever-pervasive human activity found in cities and towns, coupled with
the likely demand for hundreds, if not thousands, of drone services per hour. Although great strides
have been made in the operation of drones over the last decade, we are perhaps, no closer to the
rollout of BVLOS drone operations over urban environments than we were five years ago. There are
several areas that need to be addressed to make this happen, including the drone flying platform itself,
reliable navigation, communications and monitoring technologies, which are all at various stages of
development and readiness.
One area that would seem to be within our grasp, yet remains elusive, is the formulation of the
best approach for structuring urban airspace architecture in order to manage large volumes of traffic.
Despite the best efforts of national and international UTM initiatives, it still remains unclear as to
how these urban airspace systems should be designed and operated. Shortcomings include vague
and sometimes incomplete collections of frameworks, architectures, systems, methodologies and
operational protocols. This stalemate has probably come about due to the sheer number of stakeholders
that need to be involved in this process, including civil aviation regulatory agencies, air traffic control
operators, technology companies and municipal authorities, as well as civil societies. The net impact has
been a more fragmented approach to how urban UTM systems are designed, constructed and operated,
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with some topics being developed without any due regard to other inputs or outputs (e.g., a traffic
management system without an airspace architecture). Other impacts include the inefficiencies and
sometimes wasted efforts in large numbers of research and technology groups attempting to solve
the same problem. In some cases, these technology groups just want to develop and commercialise a
service (e.g., parcel delivery), but then end up attempting to solve the urban UTM puzzle, yet again.
The fundamental contribution of this paper is addressing this current shortcomings in urban
UTM design and highlighting the need to make the connection between urban airspace modelling
and the associated traffic management system. This has been achieved by examining the fundamental
elements of urban UTM and devising pragmatic methodologies for modelling airspace as well as
scalable traffic management solutions. The main findings, contributions and conclusions are listed in
following sub-sections.
5.1. Chief Findings and Outputs
The U-Flyte research team has researched and reported on its initial efforts focused on investigating
the fundamental elements underpinning an urban UTM, together with associated prototype airspace
modelling and traffic simulation, carried out over the Maynooth urban area in Ireland.
5.1.1. Contribution 1: Urban Airspace Modelling
Key geospatial datasets were identified and described in the first stage of urban airspace modelling,
including DEM, land-use, GIS, and human activity. These data inputs were used in the second stage
to develop a collaborative, cloud-based Urban Airspace design tool, enabling upper/lower airspace
limits to be set together with no-fly (NFZ), prior permissions (PPZ) and temporary reserve (TRZ)
zones. The third and final stage involved designing a computational graph (node-edge) network that
facilitates rapid pathfinding within urban airspace, arranged in three vertical layer pairs, comprising
travel and deconfliction layers, which incorporate the NFZ, PPZ and TRZ objects, bounded by upper
and lower airspace limits.
5.1.2. Contribution 2: Prototype Urban Traffic Management System
The team developed four key features to enable traffic management for drones in busy urban
environments, including a safety tube, strategic tactical deconfliction and emergency management.
The safety tube maximises safety whilst minimising UTM monitoring resources and ensures that
drones can still move across the city when traffic loadings are high. Strategic and tactical deconfliction
functions were developed to compute both pre-flight (strategic) and in-flight (tactical) paths in tens
of milliseconds, based on the underlying airspace graph (node-edge) with in-built optimisation.
An emergency management protocol was presented, detailing how both internal (e.g., propulsion
malfunction) and external (e.g., police helicopter) events could be handled over urban areas.
5.1.3. Contribution 3: Prototype Urban Airspace Simulation System
An urban UTM simulator was developed based on the airspace model and traffic management
engine described in preceding paragraphs. The simulator’s performance was assessed using
400 randomly chosen drone journeys within a typical urban airspace (NFZ, PPZ), 3.5 km × 3.5 km in
size and extending vertically to 120 m AGL. Pathfinding, using strategic deconfliction for the entire
fleet of 400 drones took just under 30 s to compute. Each of the drones were launched at arbitrary
2 s intervals on trips ranging from 100 m to 4500 m in distance. All 400 drones were successfully
launched (simulation mode) in 800 s (13 min 20 s). Traffic conflicts were detected and handled for a
large number of these trips across the three pairs of vertical layers (travel and deconfliction), with an
average traffic density of 2 drones per square kilometre, suggesting that a city the size of Dublin
(115 km2) could handle nearly 700 drones evenly spread around the airspace at any one instant using
our current simulator.
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5.2. Conclusions
Urban airspace modelling and traffic management system development are intrinsically 4D
(real-time) in nature and these two functions should be interlinked to ensure the development of a more
robust, safely operated, efficient UTM platform. Anonymized and dynamic human activity will play a
central role in the comprehensive modelling of risk and, perhaps more pertinent in time, overflight
permissions in urban regions. A more pragmatic approach to addressing urban airspace modelling
would incorporate a collaborative cloud-based airspace design tool, which has the added bonus of
facilitating all stakeholders who can be brought together and thus promote a more democratic design
of accessible airspace above our towns and cities. Airspaces over cities and towns come in different
shapes and sizes but require fundamental geospatial information regarding how risk and permission
zones can be structured in order to facilitate optimised drone traffic management.
Fundamental aspects of traffic management include the concept of a safety tube for individual
drone trajectories, strategic and tactical confliction, as well as how emergency events can be handled.
Drones that fly in urban airspace should require the equivalent of a certificate of airworthiness with
minimum requirements set to address flight operational performance and safety features over densely
populated areas. Urban UTM platforms need to be able to handle, not only potentially large volumes
of VLL airspace, but also very high traffic loadings with increasing pressure from drone service
providers for airspace access and prioritisation. The underlying database design, coupled with airspace
architecture graph and trajectory management algorithms, need to be able to scale and adapt to these
increasing pressures. Open Source, open standards and open data, together with a more detailed
framework for designing and building urban UTM, would greatly accelerate the roll-out of these much
need infrastructures. Direct human input in busy urban UTM operations, whether this is a drone
operator or traffic management function, should be minimal. These flight operational activities need to
be carried out by a machine with human input and interaction confined to a higher-level oversight role.
Finally, VLL urban airspaces, outside of busy airport airspace, need to be controlled by the UTM sector.
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